Following a previous paper, we propose s~lection rules for weak processes. The first rule is .1n1=0, where n,=n+n; n(n) indicates an (anti-)urbaryon number. The second rule is that a dimensionality of the SU(3) representation of hadronic system is conserved along sor t-channel dependig on the parity property. These rules are applied to decay processes of new hadrons,_an indication of which has -been observed in a cosmic ray jet. We further attempt some conjectures on the second event that has recently been reported.
_ § I. Introduction
In a previous paper 1 l (we refer as I to this paper), we proposed a selection rule for weak processes. The selection rule is based on the idea that the characte_ristic behavior of weak processes is constrained. by a composite nature of hadrons and that the selection rules would arise as a result of hardness in changing the configuration of composite system. In terms of the composite model of hadrons, baryons and mesons are compound sta_tes of three-(ttt}body and two-(tl) body, respectively, where t, denotes a constituent urbaryon. The configuration of hadrons is then specified, besides space and spin parts, ·by numbers n, n, and m, where n (n) stands for a lowest number of urbaryons (anti-utbaryons) 2 l contained in the compound system and m a dimensionality of a representation of SU(3) symmetry of the hadronic state.
Our basic idea is as follows: The hadronic matter forms a black box at an action of weak interaction before the hadronization into !he final states, and yet the black box is a compound (or its superposed) state composed of a deninite number of urbaryons and anti-urbaryons formed, which is analogous to the compound nucleus in the nuclear reaction. The number of constituent urbaryons n (or n) within the black box is then defined as the total number of t (or l) contained in the initial or final state, except for t and l which can be brought into a pair with the same quantum numbers as vacuum. In treating the nonleptonic decays of hadrons, we only assume at the moment that the U(3) configuration is conserved in the black hox. 3 l -The conservationof configuration in unitary symmetry space could be expected in view of the known dynamics of hadronic processes, which are familiar in the theory of allowedness and forbiddeness in the nuclear {3 decay.
· Our hypothesis of selection rules is expressed as follows: Define an s-channel for an actual process of weak transition in baryon and meson decays, a t-channel for a transition B' + B~M of the actual process of a baryon decay into a baryon and a meson B' ~ B +M and a u-channel for a crossed transition B ~ B' + M,
where nt = n + n for any transition of baryon and meson, and the second rule 8 >·' > is given as follows:
for the parity conserving (p.c.) transition, and
Am (in t-channel) = 0 (1·3) for the parity violating (p.v.) transition in nonleptonic decay of baryon. Consequences of both the :first and the second rules were discussed in detail for decays of ordinary hadrons. 1 J,BJ,'> The :first rule forbids K+ ~n+ + n° decay. Equation (1·2) of the second ruld yields the AI= 1/2 relations for P-wave decays of A and .I:, and P(.I:_ -) = 0. Equation (1· 3) yields the Lee-Sugawara relations 6 > for S-wave amplitudes involving a meson of the same charge and S(.I:+ +) =0. Note that Eqs. (1·2) and (1·3) work for P-and S-wave amplitudes in a complementary way'> as to the AI= 1/2 and the Lee-Sugawara relations. If we further apply only Eq. (1• 2) to the K-meson decays, we get the AI= 1/2 relation for K~2n and I(s,..)=1 for K+~3n .
The yet un-clari:fied problems~ of our rules are twofold on the phenomenological leveL One is the conservation of m in a u-channel of the p.c. transition. This rule yields the AI= 1/2 relation for P-wave amplitudes of E decay but forbids the Q-~ AK-decay'> if this rule is applied to the Q-decay in addition to the second rules (1· 2) and (1· 3). We present a summary of our rule applied to the ordinary hadron decays in Table I . In Table I (II), 0 (X) denotes the allowance (prohibition) of each decay of the particle when the :first (Ant= 0) or the second (Am= 0) selection rule is applied. The check of Q-decay will give a further clue to our rules. The other problem is a further check of our rule on the decay processes of superhadrons, namely new hadrons having a new quantum number N' (for the definition of N', see § 2), the indicati-on of which have been suggested in the cosmic ray jet. 6 >• 7 > Consequences of the :first rule on the superhadron decays have alr.eady been given in the previous paper. 1 
>
In this paper we further present consequences of the second rule on the superhadron decays. Here we extend our selection rules to the one based on the quart~t model.'>· 7 > The quantum numbers nt and m are defined in terms of 
a) This rule yields the same result with that of .4 I=! rule.
the fundamental quartet and the SU(4) symmetry.-The a1m of this presentation is to give characteristic features of superhadron decays predicted from our selection rules which would immediately 'be checked in the superhadron phenom~na.
In § 2 we shall ·give the consequences of our selection rules on the superhadron decays and discuss some possible -examinations of the selection rules. In· § 3 we shall give some conjectures on a newly reported event 8 l which has recently be.en observed in the cosmic ray jet and some other concluding remarks. § 2. Selection rules applied to the superhadron decays First we briefly summarize the relevant interaction. Taking fundamental quartet (p, n, A, p'), the new Nagoya model 9 l gives the following form of the weak interaction:
Ja =ja(l) +Ja(B)'
where ja<ll = (evav~) + (llvalip) and Ja<Bl is the hadronic current given as
Ja<Bl=cos.fJ(nvaP) +sinfJOvaP)
-sin (} (nvaP') +cos fJ 0 vaP'). where S is the strangeness quantum number, I. a z-component of isotopic spin.
We classify hadron states according to the U(4) symmetry and as to the notation of the superhadron assignment, see the Appendix. The consequences of the .second rule, which is mentioned in the Introduction, are shown in Table II , and we could easily derive from it further consequences such as sum rules of the amplitudes of decay processes of the superhadrons. However, we shall limit our discussion just to some characteristic features of the selection rules. We add several remarks.
i) Existence of the multiple charged vertex
From the Table, we carr see the triple charged vertex having the factor cos 2 () be confined to the following : Finally we add a comment on the test of the first selection rule (Lint= 0: in s-channel). The triple charged vertex Bs ++----'> _s+n;+ is prohibited by the first selection rule, therefore if we observe such a vertex in a future experiment, the first selection rule should be violated. 
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ii) Cascade processes
The whole processes of C-decays shown in the Table are cascade decays. We shall analyse those cascade processes in three cases where the mass difference .JM=mB-mA (which we assume to be positive) is giveh as follows.: (1) .JM>mK: In this case, clearly every B~A transition can occur with the strong interaction. We shall show diagrams of the cascade processes in Fig. 2 by abbreviating the decays of A or B to the ordinary hadrons. The diagrams (1) and (2a) in Fig. 2 are the same with the one of the pole approximation and are effectively given by the diagram of Fig; 3 . Therefore if we can find such vertex as C -4 A + K + K, it represents the case (1), i.e., AM>mK and the cascade processes of the type (2b) shows the case (2), i.e., mK>AM>m,.. Of course we must consider the processes accompanying supermesons. The discussion of such processes will be made in connection with the analysis of the newly reported event in § 3.
iii) Check of the selection rule
According to the first selection rule proposed in paper I, the processes with Ant=FO in s-channel are first forbidden so that the particles whose decay modes with Finally, we make some comments on the asymmetry factors (a) of the superbaryon decays. The following processes (with the factor cos 2 
Concluding remarks
Now we apply the consequence of Table II to some conjectures on a newly reported event 8 > observed in the ~osmic ray jet.
Niu et al. has reported another new event in the ·cosmic ray jet. The event is described in their paper 8 > and we reproduce only the relevant part of it in Fig. 4 . Their observation is that a charg~d particle originated from the jet origin 0 suffers from double large angle scattering at C and D accompanied by no recoil traces and that near the charged line there are observed one gamma (r2) and n°. Geometrically the extrapolated line 2 of n° crosses three dimensionally with line 3 or r2, but these can be coplanar 0 neither with line 1 nor with a line connecting B with any of 0 and D. We conjecture that the n° is produced by a decay at A into a forward direction of a neutral particle which comes from B. As to r 2, we conjecture two cases on the basis of Table II as follows (see Fig. 6 ): (i) The case .. of n° (r2) produced: This is shown in Fig. 5 (a) , where we assume the C2 + decaying with the factor cos 2 () and the missing r Crl) being produced together with r2 as is 
